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Offers an alternative to conventional chemical beekeeping practices with a
natural hive management program, and includes information on bee anatomy,
urban beekeeping, working with queens, mite control, and hive diseases.
This expanded version of the Future Farmers of America (FFA)–licensed
Beginner's Guide to Beekeepingâ?? is the complete DIY guide for budding
beekeepers. Raising bees is becoming increasingly popular in backyards and on
farms large and small—and it’s easy to see why. These resourceful insects
produce organic honey and beeswax, all while constantly providing natural aid to
the health of your yard and garden. And even better, bees are easy to keep,
especially with the expert instruction of the FFA-licensed The Beginner's Guide to
Beekeeping, now expanded with 16 more pages of information and redesigned to
appeal even more to middle- and high-school-age enthusiasts. Beginning with
the basics, seasoned beekeepers Daniel and Samantha Johnson answer all of a
prospective beekeeper’s questions on how to set up, care for, and harvest their
very own bee colonies. With the help of this comprehensive DIY guide, raising
bees can be an enjoyable and accessible backyard pastime for gardeners,
crafters, and cooks everywhere. Beautifully designed and authoritatively written,
The Beginner's Guide to Beekeeping is a trusted source of information to new
beekeepers of all ages, sure to inspire further investigation of beekeeping.
Beekeeping requires understanding, commitment, and attention to detail. Laying
the groundwork for a successful hive is essential, and demands a keen
appreciation of critical areas like hive management, breed choice, and health
requirements. Bees often disguise problems, though, making recognizing trouble
in the crucial, initial stages that much more difficult. Whether you're a newcomer
or an old hand, The Beekeeper's Problem Solver provides the information you
need to nip problems in the bud, or avoid them in the first place. Author,
experienced beekeeper, and apiary expect, James E. Tew, explains 100
common problems faced by beekeepers. He clearly spells out their underlying
causes, and how to solve all of them. Each one is tackled in depth, with
photographs and diagrams, as well as a wide range of practical tips and useful
insights. Don’t lose your hive to something preventable, just grab your problem
solver!
Natural BeekeepingOrganic Approaches to Modern ApicultureChelsea Green
Publishing
A fascinating hobby; a remunerative business; or a globetrotting career? Which
type of beekeeper do you want to be? It is entirely up to you: beekeeping can
provide it all.Beekeeping can provide anyone with an interesting and useful
hobby or a lucrative and rewarding business. It is recognised as a vital
agricultural industry and can therefore also offer you a globe trotting career. The
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whole subject is, however, often shrouded in mystery and loaded with jargon,
leaving many people unaware of its true potential or how to start. This book strips
away all the mystery and explains step by step how - from day one - you can
start beekeeping as a hobby; how you can progress to running a beekeeping
business; or how you can start a career as a beekeeper which can quite easily
take you all over the world. No other guide explains in such detail the true
potential and accessibility of beekeeping or of being a beekeeper.
Save the Bees with Natural, Chemical-Free Beekeeping Rob and Chelsea
McFarland first started caring for bees, then founded the nonprofit HoneyLove, to
meet a need often heard today - we've got to save the bees. For more than two
decades, honeybee colonies have steadily declined around the world. Bees and
other pollinators are one of the most critical components of our food supply - if
they disappear, so do we. You can make a difference by becoming a natural,
treatment-free beekeeper right in your backyard. Save the Bees offers different,
easy and healthier ways to keep your own hive! Rob and Chelsea share all the
wisdom from this ancient practice in a way that is fresh, modern and easy for
anyone to do. Along the way, they bust up some common bee myths: - You don't
need to spend thousands of dollars on equipment. They tell you the most
essential tools you need to get started and what you can make yourself. - You
don't need any chemicals, pesticides or supplements to keep your bees healthy.
Rob and Chelsea tell you how to recognize and maintain a healthy hive and how
to save a failing one. The treatment-free way is not just a way to keep bees; it's
the best way - good for you, the bees and the world. Save the Bees breaks down
the complexity of beekeeping so you can learn step-by-step how to acquire a
colony, care for it and reap the reward - that incredibly delicious, all-natural,
chemical-free, unprocessed, sweet, sweet honey. Not to mention you'll be
welcomed into the quirky, amazing and fun family of beekeepers around the
world. So get on board and let's save some bees.
Discusses top-bar hives as an organic approach to raising bees without
antibiotics, miticides, and other chemicals, and reviews the basics of beekeeping
and how to manage the hive through the seasons.
Chemicals used to be the answer to all our problems; today they seem to be the
cause.Once upon a time, we planted our gardens in dirt; today we pay for them
with plastic.Jolted awake, society has discovered new answers in an old solution:
Less chemical; more organic. Beekeepers, likewise, are looking for healthier
options, something more than a chemical response that seems to bring its own
complications. The interest in organic beekeeping has taken root.But organic
beekeeping is more complex than you would believe. Coming out of an era when
defining organics could mean whatever you decided it meant, the USDA formed
The National Organic Program (NOP) to bring all organic participants and
producers to the same table and get them all on the page. The NOP sought to
end the duplicity, by bringing consistency and integrity with a set of rules and
regulations of what, “organic,” is, and what it is not. But this also meant the NOP
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restricted the use of the word, “organic,” until a producer could verify compliance
with some very strict regulations. A beekeeper cannot simply declare their apiary
is, “organic,” nor can they describe their management as, “Natural beekeeping
that keeps bees organically,”In Organic Beekeeping, Grant Gillard peels back the
implied simplicity and expounds the accountability for beekeepers who want to
keep honey bees organically and produce organic honey. Our chemical-laden,
industrial production agriculture has made it virtually impossible to, legitimately,
keep honey bees under organic management. Our concession, as beekeepers, is
find ways to keep honey bees, as organic as possible.
Easy beekeeping for new-bees. Wouldn't it be great to raise your own bees, have
a fresh supply of honey, and bring thousands of healthy pollinators into your
yard? Beekeeping for Beginners is a simple, step-by-step guide that helps you
learn the fundamentals of modern beekeeping. You (and your bees) will be
buzzing with delight. From picking the right hive and bringing your bees home to
surviving winter and collecting honey, experienced beekeeper Amber Bradshaw
takes you on an easy-to-follow journey through your first year of beekeeping and
beyond. Beekeeping for Beginners includes: Just the essentials--Learn
everything you need to know to begin your first colony--written with brand new
beekeepers in mind. Modern beekeeping--Start your colony off right with guides
that feature the newest practices and current, natural approaches. Learn to
speak bee--Clearly defined terms and a complete glossary will have you talking
like a pro beekeeper in no time. Begin your beekeeping the right way--and avoid
getting stung by mistakes--with Beekeeping for Beginners.
From building a hive to harvesting honey, a top urban beekeeper shares how to
care for bees the simple, mindful way. Global bee populations have been rapidly
declining for years, and it’s not just our honey supply that’s at stake: the
contribution of bees to the pollination of crops is essential to human survival. But
even in industrial apiaries, bees are in distress, hiving in synthetic and hostile
environments. Enter idle beekeeping: the grassroots, low-intervention system
that seeks to emulate the behavior and habitat of bees in the wild—and it only
requires two active days of beekeeping per year, one in the spring and another in
the fall. In The Idle Beekeeper, Bill Anderson calls upon his years of applied
curiosity as an urban beekeeper to celebrate these underappreciated insects and
show how simple and rewarding beekeeping can be. In this entertaining,
philosophical, and practical guide, Anderson shares why and how to build a hive
system that is both cutting-edge and radically old. Maximum idleness is achieved
through step-by-step directions to help the beekeeper gently harvest honey with
minimum effort, make mead and beeswax candles, and closely observe and
understand these fascinating and productive social creatures. For anyone
interested in keeping bees, The Idle Beekeeper is the definitive guide to getting
started, even in a city, and without effort.
Your Backyard Farming Experience Begins Here! Make beekeeping a part of
your backyard farming experience: enjoy honey, beeswax and a more fruitful
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garden, as your bees will work as hard as you do to make your backyard farm a
success! Backyard Farming: Keeping Honey Bees is your guide to successfully
caring for your hive. As a comprehensive primer for first-time beekeepers,
Keeping Honey Bees includes detailed illustrations and informative photographs
that help to ease new homesteaders into the world of backyard beekeeping.
Keeping Honey Bees takes you from start to finish: from planning out your bees’
space in the yard and constructing/installing your hives, to feeding and nurturing
your new colony, to enjoying your very own golden honey and more. With
Keeping Honey Bees, you will: • Learn the proper use of the equipment
necessary to make your beekeeping a success • Construct the perfect apiary to
minimize your workload and ensure a productive colony • Gather honey and
beeswax for profit, or to include in your own self-sufficiency plan • Use the
freshest, fullest honey possible in a variety of delicious recipes …and many more
tips and tricks from experienced farmers to help you avoid the most common
pitfalls you might encounter. Keeping Honey Bees is your first big step to joining
the growing movement of homemakers and homesteaders looking to make a
return to a healthier, happier way of life—and it starts right in your own backyard.
Backyard Farming is a series of easy-to-use guides to help urban, suburban, and
rural dwellers turn their homes into homesteads. Whether planning to grow food
for the family or for sale at the local farmers market, Backyard Farming provides
simple instruction and essential information in a convenient reference.
Today's beekeepers face unprecedented challenges, a fact that is now frontpage news with the spread of "colony collapse disorder." Newly introduced pests
like varroa and tracheal mites have made chemical treatment of hives standard
practice, but pest resistance is building, which in turn creates demand for new
and even more toxic chemicals. In fact, there is evidence that chemical
treatments are making matters worse. It's time for a new approach. Now revised
and updated with new resources and including full-color photos throughout,
Natural Beekeeping offers all the latest information in a book that has already
proven invaluable for organic beekeepers. The new edition offers the same
holistic, sensible alternative to conventional chemical practices with a program of
natural hive management, but offers new sections on a wide range of subjects,
including: The basics of bee biology and anatomy Urban beekeeping Identifying
and working with queens Parasitic mite control Hive diseases Also, a completely
new chapter on marketing provides valuable advice for anyone who intends to
sell a wide range of hive products.Ross Conrad brings together the best "do no
harm" strategies for keeping honeybees healthy and productive with nontoxic
methods of controlling mites; eliminating American foulbrood disease without the
use of antibiotics; selective breeding for naturally resistant bees; and many other
detailed management techniques, which are covered in a thoughtful, matter-offact way. Whether you are a novice looking to get started with bees, an
experienced apiculturist looking for ideas to develop an integrated pestmanagement approach, or someone who wants to sell honey at a premium price,
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this is the book you've been waiting for.
Bees need our help. Under threat from insecticides and habitat loss, they're in
decline the world over. It's time to show some love to our favourite pollinators,
whether by installing a hive in your garden or on your rooftop, or simply by adding
more bee-friendly plants to your patch. Backyard Bees is the bestselling
Australian bee guide to walk you through everything you need to know, now fully
revised and updated. Author Doug Purdie offers friendly, expert advice on
keeping happy, healthy bees and harvesting the liquid gold, including tips on
choosing a hive and equipment, and an all-new chapter on the Flow Hive, the
innovative beehive design that has taken beekeeping by storm. You'll also find
case studies and anecdotes from beekeepers from all walks of life, and 20
delicious recipes for all that honey, from Toasted Honey Granola to Bees Knees
Cocktails. Not ready to keep bees? This edition also includes new chapters on
supporting your local bee population without a hive, with tips for planting beefriendly gardens and creating habitats and homes for solitary bees. So join the
beekeeping revolution. Once introduced to the charms of beekeeping and the
taste of warm honeycomb direct from the hive, you'll be hooked.
One of Europe's most successful natural beekeepers shares an approach that is
fun, healthful, rewarding, and accessible to all. In this richly illustrated volume, he
provides instruction in making bee-friendly, well-insulated horizontal hives.
The buzz on beekeeping. The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Beekeeping has all the
information a beginning beekeeper needs to know to start a hive and keep it
buzzing. Expert beekeepers Dean Stiglitz and Laurie Herboldsheimer, owners of
Golden Rule Honey, take readers step by step through the entire process-from
information on the inhabitants of a hive and how it works to collecting bees,
keeping them healthy, raising a queen, harvesting honey and wax, and storing
hives for the off- season.
If The Barefoot Beekeeper was the harbinger of the 'natural beekeeping'
movement, then this is the workshop manual. Together with its companion
volume - Balanced Beekeeping I: Building a Top Bar Hive - this book will lead
you gently into a fascinating relationship with the most engaging of nature's
workers: the honeybee. The author draws on 15 years of experience with many
types of hive in the both amateur and professional beekeeping contexts. You will
want this book beside you for years to come!
Hive to Riches - Starting a Beekeeping Business This book is a valuable
resource to guide the beekeeper in their first three years. It guides the hobbyist,
the part timer, and the commercial beekeeper in making money with honeybees.
There are over 140 pages of valuable information and over 600 resources
including: how much you can make, where to find the start-up cost, the learning
cycle of beekeeping and the business of beekeeping. If you desire to start your
own beekeeping business this book will set you on the right path.
Top bar beekeeping really is 'beekeeping for everyone' - including people with
mobility problems, bad backs, or a general reluctance to lift boxes: there is no
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heavy lifting once your hive is in place, as honey is harvested by the comb rather
than by the box. Top bar hives are good for bees, good for the beekeeper and
good for the environment. In this book, I will show you how easy it can be to build
your own hive from scratch, using new or reclaimed timber and a few simple
tools. If you can make a decent job of putting up a shelf, you can build yourself a
fully functioning hive that bees will be proud to call home. By the author of The
Barefoot Beekeeper.
The updated bestselling guide to laid-back beekeeping for all, naturally! Are you
a beginner beekeeper curious about bees or a practicing beekeeper looking for
natural alternatives that work? Then this book is for you! In the second edition of
the bestselling beekeeping guide Keeping Bees with a Smile, Fedor Lazutin, one
of Europe's most successful natural beekeepers, shares the bee-friendly
approach to apiculture that is fun, healthful, rewarding, and accessible to all. This
new edition includes dozens of color photographs, new hive management
techniques, and an updated version of "Lazutin hive" plans. Additional coverage
includes: Keeping bees naturally without interfering in their lives Starting an
apiary for free by attracting local bee swarms Building low-maintenance hives
that mimic how bees live in nature Keeping colonies healthy and strong without
any drugs, sugar, or gimmickry Helping bees to overwinter successfully even in
harsh climates Enhancing local nectar plant resources Producing truly natural
honey without robbing the bees Reversing the global bee decline... right in your
backyard! Keeping Bees with a Smile is an invaluable resource for apiculture
beginners and professionals alike, complete with plans for making bee-friendly,
well-insulated horizontal hives with extra-deep frames, plus other fascinating
beekeeping advice you won't find anywhere else.
A guide for backyard beekeepers who have advanced into their second year with
top bar hives. Bee populations are plummeting worldwide. Colony Collapse
Disorder poses a serious threat to many plants that rely on bees for pollination,
including a significant proportion of our food crops. Top bar hives are based on
the concept of understanding and working with bees’ natural systems, enabling
top bar beekeepers to produce honey and natural wax while helping bees thrive
now and in the years ahead. Advanced Top Bar Beekeeping picks up where The
Thinking Beekeeper left off, providing a wealth of information for backyard
beekeepers ready to take the next step with this economical, bee-friendly
approach. Author Christy Hemenway shares: Guidance and techniques for the
second season and beyond An in-depth analysis of the dangers climate change
and conventional agriculture present to pollinators An inspiring vision of restoring
bee populations through organic farming and natural, chemical-free beekeeping.
While continuing to emphasize the intimate connection between our food system,
bees, and the wellbeing of the planet, Advanced Top Bar Beekeeping breaks
new ground in the quest to shift the dominant agricultural paradigm away from
chemical-laden, industrial beekeeping monoculture and towards healthy, diverse
local farming. See what all the buzz is about with this must-read guide for the
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new breed of thinking beekeeper. Praise for Advanced Top Bar Beekeeping
“Christy's experience and drive to further the use of top bar hives is extremely
evident in this her next level work. Her first book got you into a hive . . . . I learned
a few tricks from her and my top bar beekeeping improved due to her insights
and explanations. But what about next year? That's where this work picks up. It
gets you through winter, spring, swarms, feeding, splits, harvesting honey and
then settles into the very best thing I can say about this form of keeping bees.
Clean wax.” —Kim Flottum, editor, Bee Culture magazine, and editor,
BEEKeeping: Your First Three Years “[Christy’s] new book is not only essential
for those who want to keep bees in top bar hives, but also for those want a
deeper look on beekeeping problems and on the life of Apis mellifera.” —Paolo
Fontana, entomologist / apidologist “Here are your next steps to keeping bees in
top bar hives. Thoughtful, experienced, articulate advice.” —Michael Bush,
BushFarms.com
Modern beekeeping, influenced by new technologies and breeding methods, has
increased honey production but left bee colonies weak and vulnerable to disease.
With the alarming decline of the bee population raising concerns about an
impending ecological crisis, many beekeepers are seeking a more sustainable
way of caring for bees. Biodynamic Beekeeping is the first book to offer practical
instruction on caring for bees using biodynamic theories and methods. By
considering the influence of the movement of the stars and the planets on the
bees' natural habits, biodynamics encourages beekeepers to be more in tune
with their bees indicating, for example, the best days on which to inspect colonies
or gather honey. This fascinating book offers beekeepers detailed advice and
instruction on how to work more holistically, including: the challenges and
advantages of breeding queen bees how to artificially induce swarming to
propagae colonies how to use biodynamic ashing techniques to combat varroa
mites instructions for making winter-feed according to current biodynamic
thinking
A New York Times Notable Book: “A melodious mix of memoir, nature journal,
and beekeeping manual” (Kirkus Reviews). Weaving a vivid portrait of her own
life and her bees’ lives, author Sue Hubbell lovingly describes the ins and outs of
beekeeping on her small Missouri farm, where the end of one honey season is
the start of the next. With three hundred hives, Hubbell stays busy year-round
tending to the bees and harvesting their honey, a process that is as personally
demanding as it is rewarding. Exploring the progression of both the author and
the hive through the seasons, this is “a book about bees to be sure, but it is also
about other things: the important difference between loneliness and solitude; the
seasonal rhythms inherent in rural living; the achievement of independence; the
accommodating of oneself to nature” (The Philadelphia Inquirer). Beautifully
written and full of exquisitely rendered details, it is a tribute to Hubbell’s wild
hilltop in the Ozarks and of the joys of living a complex life in a simple place.
Beginning Beekeeping is a simple, straightforward approach that gives you the
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basics to get started with beekeeping, while following a balanced, objective
approach that weighs the pros and cons of conventional and organic
methodologies. Featuring more than 120 beautiful color photos, this guide will
help you will learn how to foster and maintain healthy, vibrant hive colonies, as
well as to incorporate the various techniques and practices for keeping bees
using conventional as well as more natural practices. In addition, you will learn
how to troubleshoot and treat potential hive issues such as swarming, combating
common pests, and alleviating other potentially destructive hive conditions. This
helpful guide also explores how to create hives that are self-sustaining, with
minimal intervention from the keeper. Additional content also covers how to
maximize the benefits of a backyard hive for a more vibrant garden as well as
rich, bountiful honey harvests.
Beekeeping worldwide has seen remarkable development in the face of the
growing demand for products from bees by consumers who demand increasingly
innocuous products that do not harm the environment. However, it should be
noted that, recently, problems have arisen in beekeeping production that could
become restrictive factors for the worldwide development of beekeeping. This
book includes, in simple and accessible terms, very relevant topics such as the
effect of pesticides, the impact of diseases and their management, production
and analysis of pollen present in honey, DNA analysis, and sustainable
management, among others. This book is answering an expected need for
accurate and international information for the productive sector.
DIVStore your notes, journal entries, and daily beekeeping records, observations, and
to-do lists within the pages of this beautiful and inspirational journal./divDIVÂ
/divDIVThe Beekeeperâ€™s Journal is the perfect tool for beekeepers and beekeeping
enthusiasts to keep their thoughts, recipes, inspirations, sketches, to-do lists and more.
Photographs and illustrations on each spread complement the helpful tips, anecdotes,
ideas, recipes, how-to and images from beekeeping expert, Kim Flottum. This book is
not only a useful tool, but the perfect keepsake for avid beekeepers and those who
aspire to keep bees./div
This book describes how with some basic wood working skills you can make a pallet
hive; a nest that is perfect for free living honey bees.
Beekeeping and Bee Conservation - Advances in Research presents current issues in
the field of bees in multiple contexts and ties together experiments conducted by some
of the world's most renowned researchers. The authors' point-of-view and own research
results are described in a clear and objective way, which is very useful for beginners in
the study of the subject and is likewise valuable for the more experienced on the
subject, who may find new hypotheses to be tested and broaden their future prospects
in the field. The book is wide in scope, focusing largely on Apis mellifera. Topics range
from genetics, to pollination studies, to the conservation of bees. It includes a chapter
dedicated to stingless bees and another for bumble bees.
"Better Beekeeping is the most lucid call to action ever written about land-based
beekeeping."—Tammy Horn, author of Bees in America and Beeconomy: What Women
and Bees Can Teach Us about Local Trade and the Global Market "There are
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numerous beekeeping books on the shelves that instruct on 'how to,' but Better
Beekeeping is a book that explores 'why to,' which is essential for this ever-changing
world of beekeeping today."—Jennifer Berry, research coordinator at the University of
Georgia's Honey Bee Research Lab, commercial queen and nuc producer, and
columnist for Bee Culture magazine Backyard beekeepers everywhere agree: a
successful colony is a thing of beauty. Thousands of beekeepers have started
beekeeping thanks to Kim Flottum's first book, The Backyard Beekeeper, and they
have added to their repertoire of skills with The Backyard Beekeeper's Honey
Handbook. Now, Better Beekeeping answers the question, "What do I do now that I'm a
beekeeper?" This book takes serious beekeepers past the beginning stages and
learning curves and offers solutions and rewards for keeping bees a better way. Better
queens, better winters, better food, and better bees await any beekeeper willing to take
on the challenge of having the right number of bees, of the right age, in the right place,
in the right condition, at the right time.
Practical Beekeeping is the complete guide to the bee and its management. Topics
covered include the bee and its environment; hives and other equipment; management
of the apiary; and control of pests and diseases. Profusely illustrated with photographs
and specially commissioned line illustrations, this book will be an invaluable addition to
the bookshelf of anyone involved in beekeeping.
In recent years beekeepers have had to face tremendous challenges, from pests such
as varroa and tracheal mites and from the mysterious but even more devastating
phenomenon known as Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD). Yet in backyards and on
rooftops all over the world, bees are being raised successfully, even without antibiotics,
miticides, or other chemical inputs.More and more organically minded beekeepers are
now using top-bar hives, in which the shape of the interior resembles a hollow log. Long
lasting and completely biodegradable, a topbar hive made of untreated wood allows
bees to build comb naturally rather than simply filling prefabricated foundation frames in
a typical box hive with added supers. Top-bar hives yield slightly less honey but
produce more beeswax than a typical Langstroth box hive. Regular hive inspection and
the removal of old combs helps to keep bees healthier and naturally disease-free. TopBar Beekeeping provides complete information on hive management and other aspects
of using these innovative hives. All home and hobbyist beekeepers who have the time
and interest in keeping bees intensively should consider the natural, low-stress
methods outlined in this book. It will also appeal to home orchardists, gardeners, and
permaculture practitioners who look to bees for pollination as well as honey or
beeswax.
Offers an insightful and intelligent exploration of modern beekeeping practices, and how
they can be improved for a more sustainable and bee-friendly approach.
A Practical Guide to Natural Beekeeping in Multi-Layer Hives from Setting Up a Colony
to Hive Management and Harvesting the Honey, New Scientific Innovations, Holistic
Queen Rearing and Breading, Apitherapy. Organic Beekeeping, Natural Beekeeping,
Modern Holistic Beekeeping, Raw Honey, Natural Combs, NO Chemicals, NO Artificial
Combs. During this entire original writing, he captures in an enjoyable way the new
integral approach, the "HOLISTIC" approach, of the complex and age-old practice of
beekeeping. Starting from the performance of the biological dynamics of bee colonies in
nature, the author, preserving the standard dimension of a Langstroth-type frame as a
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main basic element of conventional beekeeping techniques introduces for the very first
time the idea of the "Maximus System" and the Maximus technique, which relies on
matrix reporting natural principles, thus integrating the matrix into the working system.
The Maximus System is different from other classical systems of beekeeping; through
the use of specific methods, it is oriented towards the real, actual needs of the bee
colonies, in direct connection with both the material and the universal laws governing
matter and substance. It is characterized as a "HOLISTIC System" and introduces for
the first time the "MATRIX Concept." This is an "intangible abstract element, belonging
to subtle plans," as defined by the author, representing the very basis of the life of a
bee colony. With a view to assessing what happens at a certain point in the bee colony,
the author introduces the "eloquent honeycomb method," which consists of introducing
an empty frame into the hive without an artificial comb attached to it, where, by liaising
to the matrix, the bees will build up in a few days (or not) a natural comb from bottom
up, with differentiated cells in which the queen bee will lay eggs (or not). Depending on
these events, we will be able to "read" the actual status of the colony in question. Using
this method, the author emphasizes for the first time a new type of cells built by bees,
which he calls conversion cells. He provides designs for new preservation and
maintenance methods and techniques throughout the year, queen bees' natural
selection and breeding methods, and disease prevention and prophylaxis methods,
thus explaining in complete detail the complex activities that beekeepers need to
perform in an apiary. In this book there are for certain at least five patents related to
procedures, methods, and devices of utmost international scientific importance in the
original scientific content of this specialized work. For all these scientific innovations, as
well as for the new HOLISTIC complex and complete approach in the field of
beekeeping, upon the proposition of the Scientific Researcher of 2nd level George
Florea TOBA, Ph.D., the author is granted the title of Honorary Scientific Researcher
within the Professor David Davidescu Biodiversity Research and Studies Center.
The Backyard Beekeeper, now in its 4th edition, makes the time-honored and complex tradition
of beekeeping an enjoyable and accessible backyard pastime that will appeal to urban and
rural beekeepers of all skill levels. More than a guide to beekeeping, this handbook features
expert advice for: Setting up and caring for your own colonies Selecting the best location to
place your new bee colonies for their safety and yours The most practical and nontoxic ways to
care for your bees Swarm control Using top bar hives Harvesting the products of a beehive
and collecting and using honey Bee problems and treatments What's New? Information for
urban bees and beekeepers Using your smoker the right way Better pest management
Providing consistent and abundant good food Keeping your hives healthy With this complete
resource and the expert advice of Bee Culture editor Kim Flottum, your bees will be healthy,
happy, and more productive.
A beginner’s complete guide to keeping bees in top bar hives, and why. What’s the buzz
about the growing popularity of backyard beekeeping? Providing habitat for bees, pollinating
your garden, and producing honey for your family are some of the compelling reasons for
taking up this exciting hobby. But conventional beekeeping requires a significant investment
and has a steep learning curve. The alternative? Consider beekeeping outside the box. The
Thinking Beekeeper is the definitive do-it-yourself guide to natural beekeeping in top bar hives.
Based on the concept of understanding and working with bees’ natural systems as opposed to
trying to subvert them, the advantages of this approach include: · Simplicity, sustainability, and
cost-effectiveness · Increased safety due to less heavy lifting and hive manipulation · Chemicalfree colonies and healthy hives Top bar hives can be located anywhere bees have access to
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forage, and they make ideal urban hives. Emphasizing the intimate connection between our
food systems, bees, and the well-being of the planet, The Thinking Beekeeper will appeal to
the new breed of beekeeper who is less focused on maximizing honey yield, and more on
ensuring the viability of the bee population now and in the coming years. Mother Earth News
Books for Wiser Living Recommendation “You’ll find information you need here that’s not
available anywhere else. Both you and your bees will benefit from Christy’s approach, advice,
and philosophy.” —Kim Flottum, editor, Bee Culture Magazine “A unique and exceptional
resource for the beginning beekeeper.” —Marty Hardison, top bar beekeeper, educator and
international developmental beekeeping consultant
Land of Milk and Honey: A History of Vermont Beekeeping follows the trials and tribulations of
beekeepers in Vermont. This dramatic history begins in the early 1800's following the life and
times of inspired beekeepers that are the advance guard of a line of notable beekeepers that is
to stretch through the centuries into modern times. Readers will discover a beekeeping lineage
born and raised within a single Vermont county, and establishes a continuity of beekeeping
knowledge and skill spanning more than a century. The lineage of beekeeping concludes in the
present day as apiculturists throughout the world face some of the most challenging times in
over 200 years with the possibility of honey bee extinction rearing its ugly head. Is it possible
that by reflecting on the history of Vermont's beekeepers we can find clues about what is
needed to help the honey bee thrive today and well into the future? Land of Milk and Honey will
also explore the relationship between the people of Vermont and the countryside they inhabit:
a land and people that shift and change through the centuries in ways that directly impact the
health and well-being of bees and its beekeepers.
In his insightful new book, Holy Shit: Managing Manure to Save Mankind, contrary farmer
Gene Logsdon provides the inside story of manure-our greatest, yet most misunderstood,
natural resource. He begins by lamenting a modern society that not only throws away both
animal and human manure-worth billions of dollars in fertilizer value-but that spends a
staggering amount of money to do so. This wastefulness makes even less sense as the supply
of mined or chemically synthesized fertilizers dwindles and their cost skyrockets. In fact, he
argues, if we do not learn how to turn our manures into fertilizer to keep food production in line
with increasing population, our civilization, like so many that went before it, will inevitably
decline. With his trademark humor, his years of experience writing about both farming and
waste management, and his uncanny eye for the small but important details, Logsdon artfully
describes how to manage farm manure, pet manure and human manure to make fertilizer and
humus. He covers the field, so to speak, discussing topics like: How to select the right pitchfork
for the job and use it correctly How to operate a small manure spreader How to build a barn
manure pack with farm animal manure How to compost cat and dog waste How to recycle
toilet water for irrigation purposes, and How to get rid ourselves of our irrational paranoia about
feces and urine. Gene Logsdon does not mince words. This fresh, fascinating and entertaining
look at an earthy, but absolutely crucial subject, is a small gem and is destined to become a
classic of our agricultural literature.
Common Sense Natural Beekeeping teaches aspiring as well as experienced beekeepers how
to keep their bees healthy and productive without depending on unnatural chemical or human
intervention.
An incomparable illustrated look at the critical role bees play in the life of our planet Bees
pollinate more than 130 fruit, vegetable, and seed crops that we rely on to survive. Bees are
also crucial to the reproduction and diversity of flowering plants, and the economic
contributions of these irreplaceable insects measure in the tens of billions of dollars each year.
Yet bees are dying at an alarming rate, threatening food supplies and ecosystems around the
world. In this richly illustrated natural history of the bee, which includes more than 250 color
photographs and illustrations, Noah Wilson-Rich and his team of bee experts provide a window
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into the vitally important role that bees play in the life of our planet. Earth is home to more than
20,000 bee species, from fluorescent-colored orchid bees and sweat bees to flower-nesting
squash bees and leaf-cutter bees. This book provides an unmatched account of this
astounding diversity, blending an engaging narrative with practical, hands-on discussions of
such topics as beekeeping and bee health. It explores our relationship with the bee over
evolutionary time, examining how it originated and where it stands today--and what the future
holds for humanity and bees alike. Provides an accessible, richly illustrated look at the humanbee relationship over time Features a section on beekeeping and handy guides to identifying,
treating, and preventing honey bee diseases Covers bee evolution, ecology, genetics, and
physiology Includes a directory of notable bee s Presents a holistic approach to bee health,
including organic and integrated pest management techniques Shows how you can help bee
populations
The most joyful emanation produced by a colony of bees is known as the “song of
increase”—declaring that the hive is flourishing and the bees are happy in its abundance. Song
of Increase takes us inside the world of the honeybee to glean the wisdom of these fascinating
creatures with whom humanity has shared a sacred bond for millennia. Within these pages is a
bee-centric approach to living with honeybees, rather than advice for simply maximizing the
products they provide. Jacqueline Freeman takes us beyond traditional beekeeping and offers
a way to work in harmony with honeybees for both their good and ours. “Our way is one of
kind observation,” she explains, “where we create supportive homes and fields for bees to live
in, as well as tend the heartfelt relationships we form by being together.” Song of Increase
focuses on hidden aspects of apiculture that lead us naturally to more sustainable practices.
Freeman illuminates the unity consciousness that guides every action in the colony and how
this profound awareness can influence the way we see both the natural world and ourselves.
Each chapter presents a wealth of information about the life of bees, including Freeman’s
personal insights and direct teachings received from the bees themselves.
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